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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Alzheimer ’s disease (AD) neuropathology
reveals progressive microstructural alterations of cortical
architecture. Recent studies reported intriguing biphasic
trajectories of cortical structural changes in the early stages
of Alzheimer ’s disease (AD), comprising decreased mean
diffusivity (MD) and increased cortical thickness in cognitively
normal amyloid-positive individuals, ahead of increases and
decreases, respectively, in subsequent disease stages.
OBJECTIVE: To better understand the cytoarchitectural
correlates of these observations, we assessed novel cortical
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) metrics that are correlated with
disruption of cortical minicolumns and protein deposition.
DESIGN: Cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis of whole
brain and temporal lobe cortical diffusivity measures.
Investigation of associations between baseline cortical
diffusivity values and 24-month longitudinal structural-MRI
changes. Investigations of the relationships between cortical
diffusivity measures and biomarkers of neuroinflammation.
SETTING: Alzheimer ’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative
(ADNI).
PARTICIPANTS: Twenty-four amyloid-negative controls
(CN-), 28 amyloid-positive controls (CN+), 46 amyloid-positive
subjects with mild cognitive impairment (MCI+) and 22
amyloid-positive subjects with AD were included.
MEASUREMENTS: 3DT1 and DTI scans at baseline and
approximately 24-month follow-up were used to calculate
cortical MD and three novel cortical diffusivity measures: the
angle between the radial minicolumnar axis and the principal
diffusion direction (AngleR); the diffusion components
perpendicular to the minicolumns (PerpPD+), and the principal
diffusion component parallel with the minicolumns (ParlPD).
Cortical macrostructural measurements (cortical volume
fraction and cortical thickness), were used to test the hypothesis
that baseline cortical diffusivity values can predict change in
structural MRI outcomes over approximately 24 months. CSF
soluble TREM2 and progranulin (PGRN) concentrations were
used to investigate associations with microglial activity and
potentially other aspects of neuroinflammation.
RESULTS: Cortical diffusivity metrics revealed a dependence
on disease stage, with AngleR and PerpPD+ displaying biphasic
relationships and ParlPD a monotonic relationship with
clinical severity. The novel metrics were able to differentiate
between Amyloid+ and Amyloid- controls (AngleR) and to
differentiate among disease stages along the AD continuum
(PerpPD+). Linear regression revealed significant associations
between baseline cortical diffusivity values and subsequent
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24-month longitudinal structural-MRI changes. AngleR values
were significantly associated with CSF sTREM2 and PGRN
concentrations.
CONCLUSIONS: Cortical diffusivity parameters reflecting
minicolumnar organization and neuroinflammation may
provide a sensitive and biologically interpretable measurement
of cortex quality and microstructure across the AD continuum.
Key words: Alzheimer’s disease, neurodegeneration, minicolumn,
intracortical diffusivity.
Abbreviations: DTI: Diffusion tensor imaging; AngleR: the angle
between the radial minicolumnar direction and the principal diffusion
direction; PerpPD+: the diffusion components perpendicular to the
minicolumns; ParlPD: the principal diffusion component parallel with
the minicolumns; GM: Grey matter; CVF: Cortical volume fraction;
CT: Cortical thickness; MD: Mean diffusivity.

Introduction

T

he expansion of the cortical surface during
development (within individuals), and across
evolutionary time (between species), is largely
due to proliferation and spacing of radial minicolumns of
cells (1). These microscopic structures persist throughout
the mature brain, where they span the 3–4 mm cortical
depth with a horizontal width of approximately 50 μm.
Column-like radial organization is found for cell bodies
and their axonal and dendritic connections.
Alzheimer ’s disease (AD) neuropathology reveals
progressive microstructural alterations of cortical
architecture. Two phases have been proposed for these
cytoarchitectural changes: a phase of synaptic and
neuropil loss whereby minicolumn width declines with
age, neuroinflammatory processes and amyloid build
up, followed by a phase when cell loss and columnar
disintegration occurs, and dementia symptoms
develop (2). Minicolumnar spacing has been shown
to relate to cognitive ability and was proposed as a
sensitive biomarker of AD (3). Medial temporal lobe
minicolumn thinning relates to MMSE (Mini-Mental
State Examination) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
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minicolumns relate to IQ decline in AD (4). Similar
structure-function relationships have been shown in
cognitively impaired monkeys (5). In dementia with Lewy
bodies, minicolumn changes were more sensitive than
other common histological measures like cell density (6).
Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance
imaging (dMRI) enables in vivo assessment of brain
microstructure. dMRI has been applied extensively to
white matter; in cortical grey matter (GM), mean
diffusivity (MD) and free water (FW) have revealed
changes in water mobility accompanying changes in
macrostructure (e.g. volume or thickness) in dementia
(7-9). In AD specifically, clinical stages (mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) or mild dementia) are characterized
by both decreased GM volume/thickness and increased
MD/FW. In earlier stages of disease, where amyloid
plaques have accumulated but cognition is not yet
impaired, intriguing increases in GM volumes and
accompanying decreases in MD and FW have been
observed (8), suggesting biphasic trajectories of both
cortical macrostructure and microstructure over the
disease course.
Diffusion models that are more directly informed by
the brain’s cellular structure on the length scale probed
by dMRI (~microns) may provide parameters that are
more sensitive to these disease-associated changes. Some
models, [NODDI (10-11), or DBSI (12)], require multi-shell
dMRI protocols and/or strong diffusion gradients that
are not widely available or standardized. An alternative
approach, cortical disarray measurement, models cortical
minicolumnar organization using single-shell dMRI.
Previous studies showed that parameters of this model
relate to amyloid and tau pathology in AD (13), can
distinguish AD from posterior cortical atrophy (14) and
subtypes of frontotemporal degeneration (15-16), and
are related to histopathological measures of minicolumn
alterations at autopsy (17).
The primary aim here was to assess cortical
minicolumnar alterations using this model across the
AD spectrum from cognitively normal to mild dementia,
and associations with macrostructural changes. Given
the aforementioned observations of decreased MD and
increased volumes in GM, we looked at changes in the
earliest pathological stages associated with amyloid
accumulation prior to cognitive disfunction. A secondary
aim was to evaluate longitudinal changes in cortical
diffusivity measures over 24 months. The third aim was
to investigate whether cortical diffusivity metrics related
to neuroinflammation; more specifically, to CSF soluble
TREM2 (a marker of microglial activation), and to CSF
PGRN (which relates to microglial activity and other
neuroinflammatory processes).

Methods
Participants
Data used in the preparation of this article were
obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu). The ADNI
was launched in 2003 as a public-private partnership, led
by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The
primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission
tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical
and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to
measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) and early Alzheimer ’s disease (AD). For more
information, please see www.adni-info.org.
All the cases available at the time of data extraction
(January 2021) from the ADNI dataset with 3D T1 and
DTI scans, amyloid PET SUVR values, clinical and
demographic data at baseline and approximately 24
months later were considered for the present study. To
focus on the AD continuum, amyloid negative MCI and
AD participants were excluded; both amyloid negative
and amyloid positive controls were included.
Amyloid positivity was determined based on
florbetapir PET scans, analyzed by the ADNI PET core
(UC Berkeley) with positivity determined as whole brain
standardized uptake value ratio (SUVR) > 1.11. The
clinical inclusion criteria for the groups included: CN
subjects showed no signs of depression, mild cognitive
impairment or dementia; MCI subjects had reported
memory complaints, abnormal memory performance
at neuropsychological evaluation, mini-mental state
examination (MMSE) score between 24 and 30 (inclusive),
a Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) of 0.5 and general
cognition and functional performance sufficiently
preserved such that a diagnosis of AD cannot be made at
the time of the screening visit. Participants with AD were
those who met the National Institute of Neurological
and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the
Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association
(NINCDS/ADRDA) criteria for probable AD (18).
Data from a total of 120 subjects were analyzed. These
comprised 52 cognitively normal controls (CN), of whom
24 were amyloid-negative (denoted CN-) and 28 were
amyloid positive (CN+), 46 amyloid-positive subjects
with mild cognitive impairment (MCI+) and 22 amyloidpositive AD (AD+).
Eight scans (3 CN+, 3 MCI+ and 2 AD+) that failed
during processing were not included in longitudinal
analyses.

Structural MRI analyses
The 3D T1-weighted images for each subject were
segmented using FreeSurfer v 6.0 (https://surfer.nmr.
mgh.harvard.edu/). This provided outputs containing
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estimates of the cortical grey matter volume (CV),
hippocampal (HV) volume, and the cortical thickness
(CT).
The two hippocampal volumes obtained (left and
right) were averaged. To account for subjects' head size
differences, all volumes were expressed as a percentage
of the total intracranial volume (ICV), namely Cortical
volume fraction (CVF) and bilateral Hippocampal
Volume Fraction (HVF).

Cortical diffusivity analysis
All Diffusion-weighted images were preprocessed
using FSL tools (FSL Version 6.0; FMRIB Software
Library, Oxford, UK—https://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/).
Diffusion-weighted images were corrected for motion
and eddy current effects by alignment of all images to a
reference b = 0 image using FSL’s eddy tool. The diffusion
tensor was then calculated with the FSL DTIFIT tool,
providing fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity
(MD) and V1 maps. For each subject, the displacement
among diffusion volumes was estimated using the eddy
output to obtain a measure of head motion (defined as
“head motion”) during the acquisition.
Standard diffusivity analysis was conducted to
calculate MD in the cortex (restricted to relatively pure
cortical tissue with high confidence of being GM). Each
voxel's contribution to the mean was weighted by its
calculated percentage of GM. Eg, a voxel with a predicted
GM percentage of 50% counted half as much to the mean
MD as a voxel predicted to be 100% GM.
Further cortical diffusivity analysis was performed
using a proprietary software tool (patent application
WO2016162682A1). The tool generates cortical profiles,
providing an estimate of the columnar axis within the
cortex. Values for the diffusion tensor derived metrics
were averaged along the cortical profiles, throughout
cortical GM (13, 17). Briefly, three measures were
calculated, relating to the components of diffusion:
AngleR was the angle between the radial minicolumn
axis and the principal diffusion direction (in radians);
PerpPD+ combined the components perpendicular to the
radial minicolumns (× 10-3 mm2/s), and ParlPD was the
principal diffusion component parallel with the radial
minicolumns (× 10-3 mm2/s). PerpPD+ used here was a
variant of PerpPD published previously in Torso et al (13)
which includes multiple components orthogonal to the
cortical columnar profile.
The temporal lobe value for each metric was the
average from the combination of the following DessikanKilliany cortical regions: bankssts (Banks of the Superior
Temporal Sulcus), entorhinal, fusiform, inferiortemporal,
middletemporal, parahippocampal, superiortemporal,
temporalpole, and transversetemporal.

Harmonisation
The scans included in the present study were from 16
different ADNI sites. To reduce the impact of different
acquisition protocols, the data were harmonized using
ComBat, an open-source library for batch-effect correction
which has been used with DTI data in several published
papers (19). ComBat (from “combining batches”), a
location and scale model (mean & variance) uses an
Empirical Bayes framework to equalize parameters of
each batch while retaining group differences.

Neuroinflammation measurements
For a subcohort of 68 participants (14 CN-, 12 CN+,
24 MCI+ and 18 AD+), CSF soluble triggering receptor
expressed on myeloid cells-2 (sTREM2) and progranulin
(PGRN) concentrations were available in the ADNI
dataset.
CSF sTREM2 and PGRN were measured by ELISA
protocols previously established by the Haass group
using the MSD Platform comprehensively described in
previous publications (20-23). CSF levels corrected by
plate-specific correction factors were used in the present
study.

Statistical analyses
Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics version
26 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Normality was tested using
Shapiro-Wilk tests. The one-way Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to compare clinical and demographic
variables. Sex and APOE ε4 carrier differences were tested
with χ2-tests. These p-values were adjusted with false
discovery rate correction (FDR <0.05) (24).
General Linear Model (GLM) repeated measures
analyses were used to investigate cross-sectional and
longitudinal differences. Cortical diffusivity (AngleR,
PerpPD+, ParlPD and MD) and structural (CVF and CT)
MRI measures from both time-points were entered in the
model as dependent variables, with factors for the timepoint (baseline or follow-up) and the diagnostic group
(CN-, CN+, MCI+ or AD+), and with the baseline age
as a covariate. The interaction between group and age
was used to investigate the potential between-subjects
differences, and the main effect of time-point (baseline follow-up) to investigate within-subjects differences.
Differences between groups were assessed using the
estimated marginal means of the fitted models, adjusted
for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni’s correction.
Linear regression was used to investigate the
relationship between whole brain cortical microstructural
(AngleR, PerpPD+, ParlPD) and macrostructural (CVF
and CT) measurements, testing the hypothesis that
baseline cortical diffusivity values can predict change in
structural MRI outcomes over approximately 24 months.
The change in each structural MRI metric was computed
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Table 1. Participant characteristics at baseline

Characteristics

Demographic

Age
Sex (M/F)
Education level
APOE ε4 carriers (Y/N)

Clinical and cognitive scales

CN+
N=28

MCI+
N=46

AD+
N=22

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

74.7 (7.1)

74.5 (4.1)

76.3 (7.4)

72.7 (8.9)

13/11

9/19 §

29/17

13/9

16.7 (3.1)

16.4 (2.6)

15.9 (2.7)

16.5 (2.7)

(7/17)

(12/16)

(27/19) *

(16/6) *†

28.9 (1.3)

28.7 (1.6)

26.8 (3.3) *†

23.2 (1.9) *†‡

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0.50 (0.3) *†

0.80 (0.2) *†‡

LIMMTOTAL

14.1 (3.2)

13.0 (3.4)

8.7 (3.6) *†

3.3 (1.9) *†‡

LDELTOTAL

12.5 (3.3)

12.1 (3.6)

6.2 (3.8) *†

1.6 (1.7) *†‡

Florbetapir SUVr

0.99 (0.06)

1.25 (0.15) *

1.31 (0.20) *†

1.43 (0.15) *†‡

MMSE
CDR

Amyloid PET Baseline

CNN=24

CN- cognitively normal amyloid-beta negative, CN+ cognitively normal amyloid-beta positive, MCI+ mild cognitive impairment amyloid-beta positive, AD+ Alzheimer’s
disease amyloid-beta positive, SD standard deviation, CDR clinical dementia rating scale – global score, MMSE mini-mental state examination, LIMMTOTAL Logical
Memory – Immediate Recall, LDELTOTAL Logical Memory – Delayed Recall. SUVr standardized uptake value ratio; All significant differences survived after false
discovery rate correction (FDR <0.05). * Significantly different compared to CN-; † Significantly different compared to CN+; ‡ significantly different compared to MCI.

as Δ = (follow up value – baseline value) / (baselinevalue x time-interval). The deltas of the macrostructural
measure were used in two different regression models
as dependent variables and the cortical microstructural
measurements (AngleR, PerpPD+, ParlPD) were entered
together as predictor factors. To investigate if the potential
association between micro and macrostructural measures
is driven by other variables, we adjusted for age, sex
and disease stage. The F-test, partial eta-squared and
p-value were computed to investigate the significance of
the cortical microstructural predictors adjusting for the
other variables (equivalent to comparing models with and
without the microstructural predictors, in each case with
the other variables)
General Linear Model univariate analyses were used
to investigate cross-sectional differences in baseline CSF
sTREM2 and PGRN concentrations with baseline age
as a covariate. The interaction between group and age
was used to investigate the potential between-subjects
differences. Differences between groups were assessed
using the estimated marginal means of the fitted models,
adjusted for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni’s
correction.
Pearson partial correlation analysis, with the
baseline age as a covariate, was used to investigate the
association between AngleR (which had a distinctive
pattern of between-group differences consistent with
other findings that were considered potentially sensitive
to neuroinflammation) and CSF (sTREM2 and PGRN)
concentrations. Bonferroni’s correction was used to adjust
for multiple comparisons.

Results

Participants
Demographics and clinical characteristics of subject
groups are summarized in Table 1. There were no

significant differences in age or years of education. Sex
ratio was not completely balanced across groups. There
were significantly more men than women in the MCI+
group compared to the CN+ group. APOE ε4 carriers
were significantly less frequent in both CN groups
compared to MCI+ and AD+.
T h e c o n t ro l g ro u p s p e r f o r m e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y
better on the MMSE and logical memory (immediate
and delayed recall) than MCI+ patients, who in turn
scored significantly better than the AD+ group. Mean
CDR scores were significantly higher in the AD+ group,
followed by the MCI+ group (Table 1). As expected,
the florbetapir PET SUVr values confirmed significant
differences between CN- and all the other groups. In
addition, the group comparisons revealed significant
differences between CN+ group and both patients' groups
(MCI and AD) and between MCI and AD groups.

Macrostructural measurements
Structural MRI measures for each group are
summarized in Table 2. For all measurements, there was
a monotonic decrease in mean values across diagnostic
groups (CN- > CN+ > MCI+ > AD+), and the mean
values in all groups were lower at 24-month followup than baseline. Overall, macroscopic brain atrophy
measurements showed a non-linear dependence on
disease stage, with differences between AD+ and MCI+
greater than those between other adjacent groups.
The GLM repeated measures analyses revealed a
significant effect of the interaction diagnostic group*age
in all the structural MRI measures (all p-values<0.01).
At a whole brain level, the pairwise comparisons
showed a significantly lower CVF in AD than CN(p < .0001), CN+ (p < .0001) and MCI (p < .0001) as well
as a lower CT in AD compared to CN- (p < .0001), CN+
(p < .0001) and MCI (p < .001).
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Table 2. MRI structural characteristics

Measure
CVF WB

CVF TL

Group

0.2933 (0.22)

MCI+

0.2872 (0.21)

AD+ *†‡
CN-

0.1293 (0.12)

0.1255 (0.13)

0.1168 (0.11)

CN+

AD+ *†‡
CN-

CN+

AD+ *†‡

0.2610 (0.15)

0.1367 (0.13)

AD+ *†‡

0.1350 (0.13)
0.1108 (0.11)

2.445 (0.09)

2.428 (0.09)

2.443 (0.08)

2.409 (0.10)

2.437 (0.08)
2.332 (0.08)

2.298 (0.09)

3.325 (0.08)

3.324 (0.09)

3.302 (0.10)

3.279 (0.12)

3.245 (0.23)

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.973

<0.001

<0.001

3.232 (0.21)

3.062 (0.19)

3.045 (0.15)

0.00522 (0.0005)

0.00515 (0.0006)

MCI+ *†

0.00467 (0.0008)

0.00447 (0.0008)

AD+ *†‡

Timepoint p

2.402 (0.10)

CN-

CN+

Group-Age
interaction p

0.2819 (0.24)

0.1388 (0.11)

0.1375 (0.12)

CN-

0.2944 (0.20)

0.2688 (0.15)

CN+

MCI+

HVF

0.2972 (0.19)

0.2974 (0.18)

MCI+

CT TL

Follow-up Mean
(SD)

CN-

CN+

MCI+ *

CT WB

Baseline
Mean (SD)

0.00519 (0.0006)

0.00499 (0.0006)

0.00434 (0.0004)

0.00419 (0.0004)

CN- cognitively normal amyloid-beta negative, CN+ cognitively normal amyloid-beta positive, MCI+ mild cognitive impairment amyloid-beta positive, AD+ Alzheimer’s
disease amyloid-beta positive, SD standard deviation, CT cortical thickness, CVF cortical volume fraction, HVF Hippocampal fraction, WB whole brain, TL temporal
lobe.* Significantly different compared to CN-; † Significantly different compared to CN+; ‡ significantly different compared to MCI.

At a temporal lobe level, the pairwise comparisons
showed a significantly lower CVF in AD than CN(p < .0001), CN+ (p < .0001) and MCI (p < .0001). The CVF
in MCI group was significantly lower compared to CN(p < .010). The CT was significantly lower in AD than CN(p < .0001), CN+ (p < .0001) and MCI (p < .001).
As expected, the AD group showed a significantly
lower HVF than CN- (p < .0001) and CN+ (p < .0001). The
HVF in MCI was significantly lower than CN- (p < .005)
and CN+ (p < .05). No significant differences between MCI
and AD group in HVF values were detected.
Significant differences between timepoints were
detected for all the structural MRI measures considered
(all p<0.001) except temporal lobe CT.

Values of MD, relative to CN-, were decreased in CN+
and AD+, but similar in MCI+.
Figure 1. Whole brain cortical values

Whole brain cortical diffusivity
At a whole brain level, in contrast to the
macrostructural measurements, the cortical disarray
metrics revealed a more complex dependence on disease
stage, with AngleR and PerpPD + displaying biphasic
relationships and ParlPD a monotonic and roughly linear
relationship with clinical severity (Fig 1). Both AngleR
and PerpPD+ were decreased in value in the CN+ group
relative to CN-, but showed the same level (AngleR)
or increased (PerpPD+) in MCI+ relative to CN-, before
showing further increased mean values in the AD+ group.

Figure 1 Group comparisons show the pattern across the diagnostic continuum
using whole brain cortical diffusion measures. The blue boxes indicate the group
median and interquartile range (IQR) at baseline; the red boxes indicate the group
median and IQR at 24 month follow-up. Image inset shows an example MRI image
illustrating cortical diffusivity measures over the segmented cortical ribbon.

The GLM repeated measures analyses revealed a
significant effect of the interaction diagnostic group*age
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Table 3. Whole brain cortical diffusivity values

Measure

AngleR WB

PerpPD WB
+

Group

MD WB

Follow-up
Mean (SD)

CN-

0.984 (0.010)

0.986 (0.008)

MCI+ †

0.985 (0.009)

0.986 (0.009)

CN+ *

AD+ †
CN-

CN+

MCI+

ParlPD WB

Baseline
Mean (SD)

AD+ *†

0.978 (0.008)

0.980 (0.009)

0.988 (0.011)

0.987 (0.010)

1.43 (0.09)

1.45 (0.10)

1.42 (0.07)

1.45 (0.07)

1.48 (0.07)
1.50 (0.07)

1.52 (0.09)

0.395 (0.03)

0.396 (0.03)

MCI+

0.410 (0.02)

0.413 (0.03)

AD+ *

0.399 (0.02)

0.624 (0.02)

MCI+

0.624 (0.04)

AD+

0.404 (0.02)

0.413 (0.02)

CN-

CN+

Timepoint p

<0.010

0.279

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.005

0.270

0.328

1.49 (0.09)

CN-

CN+

Group-Age
interaction p

0.421 (0.02)
0.627 (0.02)

0.619 (0.03)

0.617 (0.02)
0.624 (0.04)

0.618 (0.02)

0.607 (0.02)

CN- cognitively normal amyloid-beta negative, CN+ cognitively normal amyloid-beta positive, MCI+ mild cognitive impairment amyloid-beta positive, AD+
Alzheimer’s disease amyloid-beta positive, SD standard deviation, WB whole brain. * Significantly different compared to CN-; † Significantly different compared to
CN+; ‡ significantly different compared to MCI.

Figure 2. Temporal lobe cortical values

in all the diffusion measures (all p-values<0.01) except
MD.
The pairwise comparisons for whole-brain values
showed a significantly lower AngleR in CN+ than
CN- (p<0.05), MCI+ (p<0.05) and AD+ (p<0.01) (Fig
1). PerpPD + values were significantly higher in AD+
than CN- (p<0.05) and CN+ groups (p<0.01). ParlPD
values were significantly higher in AD+ than CN- group
(p<0.01). Significant differences between timepoints were
detected for PerpPD+ and ParlPD (p<0.005).

Temporal Lobe cortical diffusivity
Results for metrics restricted to the temporal lobes
were similar overall to those observed at the whole
brain level, with AngleR exhibiting the clearest biphasic
dependence on disease stage (Fig 2). The profile of
PerpPD + was attenuated relative to the whole brain
results, with mean value stable in CN+ relative to CNbefore increasing in later disease stages.
The GLM repeated measures analyses revealed a
significant effect of the interaction diagnostic group*age
in all the diffusion measures (all p-values<0.01) except
MD. Pairwise comparisons showed a significantly lower
AngleR in CN+ than MCI+ (p<0.005) and AD+ (p<0.005)
(Fig 2). PerpPD+ values were significantly higher in AD
group than CN- (p<0.0001), CN+ (p<0.0001) and MCI+
(p<0.05). ParlPD values were significantly higher in
AD than CN- (p<0.05). Significant differences between
timepoints were detected for AngleR, PerpPD + and
ParlPD (p<0.005).

Figure 2 Group comparisons show the pattern across the diagnostic continuum
using temporal lobe cortical diffusion measures. The blue boxes indicate the group
median and IQR at baseline; the red boxes indicate the group median and IQR at
24 month follow-up. Image inset shows an example MRI image illustrating cortical
diffusivity measures over the segmented temporal lobe.

Micro/Macrostructural associations
Linear regressions were calculated to predict MRI
structural (CVF and CT) changes (longitudinal percentage
changes from baseline) using baseline cortical diffusivity
whole brain measures.
All the whole brain cortical diffusivity measures,
except MD, explained variance of CVF and CT changes.
Grouped together, AngleR, PerpPD + and ParlPD
explained 12.3% (F=5.039; p=0.003) of the variance in CT
changes, and 14.8% (F=6.271; p=0.001) of the variance in
CVF changes.
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Table 4. Temporal lobe cortical diffusivity values

Measure

AngleR TL

Group
CN-

PerpPD TL

1.009 (0.015)

1.002 (0.016)

AD+ †

1.014 (0.017)

1.015 (0.015)

CN+

1.36 (0.09)

CN-

AD+ *†‡
CN-

1.011 (0.018)
1.36 (0.10)

1.38 (0.09)

1.39 (0.10)

1.42 (0.08)
1.47 (0.09)

1.50 (0.11)

0.338 (0.03)

0.339 (0.02)

0.342 (0.02)

AD+ *

0.353 (0.02)

0.361 (0.02)

0.343 (0.02)

<0.001

<0.005

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.522

0.251

0.798

0.347 (0.02)

0.680 (0.03)

0.686 (0.03)

CN+

0.679 (0.04)

0.678 (0.04)

AD+

0.683 (0.05)

0.671 (0.04)

MCI+

Timepoint p

1.45 (0.09)

0.344 (0.02)

CN-

Group-Age
interaction p
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Alzheimer’s disease amyloid-beta positive, SD standard deviation, TL temporal lobe. * Significantly different compared to CN-; † Significantly different compared to
CN+; ‡ significantly different compared to MCI.

Figure 3. Micro/Macrostructural relationship

Comparing regression models with and without
cortical microstructural values as predictors, the results
confirmed the significance of the cortical microstructural
predictors for CT (F=3.256; ηp2=0.086; p=0.024) and CVF
(F=4.189; ηp2=0.108; p=0.007) changes.

Microglial activation and neuroinflammation

Figure 3 shows the association between baseline cortical diffusivity measures and
Deltas [Δ = (24 months follow up value – baseline value) / (baseline-value x timeinterval)] of structural MRI measures investigated using linear regression models.
The magnifications show the characteristics of each GM cortical measure.

The GLM univariate analyses revealed a significant
effect of the interaction diagnostic group*age in CSF
PGRN concentration (p-values<0.05). Qualitatively, the
dependence of PGRN concentration on disease stage
(Figure 4) mirrored that of AngleR observed in the
whole brain and in the temporal lobe (Figures 1 & 2).
Post hoc pairwise comparisons showed PGRN levels
were significantly different between CN+ and MCI+
(p<0.05) and between CN+ and AD+ (p<0.01) (Fig 4). No
significant effects were detected in sTREM2 concentration
(Fig 4). The levels of the two CSF neuroinflammatory
measures were significantly correlated, when all
diagnostic categories were combined (r=0.409; p=0.001).
To further investigate the association between CSF
neuroinflammatory measures and the AngleR cortical
diffusivity measure, a partial correlation analysis, with
the baseline age as a covariate, was performed. The
results revealed significant positive associations between
whole brain AngleR values and sTREM2 levels (r=
0.383; p=0.001) and between whole brain AngleR values
and PGRN levels (r= 0.276; p=0.024). Both associations
remained significant after Bonferroni correction (0.050/2).
To investigate the potential influence of beta amyloid
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and tau CSF concentrations, two additional correlation
analyses were performed, adjusting for age and CSF
Aβ42 in the first analysis, then age and CSF pTau in the
second analysis. Both analyses confirmed the significance
of the associations between AngleR values and sTREM2
levels and between AngleR values and PGRN levels after
adjusting for beta amyloid and tau. The results remained
significant after Bonferroni correction.
Figure 4. Micro/Macrostructural relationship

Figure 4 Panel a) Group comparisons show significant differences between groups
in CSF sTREM2 and PGRN concentration (the pattern between groups is notably
similar to the pattern shown for AngleR in Figures 1 and 2). Panel b) Partial
Pearson correlations between CSF sTREM2 and PGRN values and AngleR. Both
correlations remained significant after Bonferroni correction (0.05/2). sTREM2 and
PGRN are expressed in pg/ml. AngleR is expressed in radians.

Discussion
In the present study, the cortical columnar organization
signal across the AD continuum was investigated in
vivo using a set of novel cortical diffusivity measures.
In particular, the AngleR parameter, reflecting the
angle between the principal diffusion direction
and the minicolumnar direction, was found to be the
microstructural metric most sensitive to the biphasic
profiles previously reported, in which transient changes
in the CN+ group run directionally counter to the effects
of neurodegeneration in more severe disease. These
findings expand on previous studies of cortical diffusivity,
in which biphasic trajectories of MD (computed using
surface-based analysis pipelines) and cortical thickness
have been observed in temporal and parietal regions
(8, 9), and these novel minicolumnar diffusivity metrics
have been shown to be elevated in AD relative to healthy
controls, and to correlate with biomarkers of amyloid and
tau (13).

Neuropathology studies have shown that AD
pathology produces profound minicolumn changes (2, 3).
More specifically, a two-phase model has been proposed
for these cytoarchitectural changes: a phase of synaptic
and neuropil loss whereby minicolumn width declines
with age as part of normal ageing, involving increasing
demand for compensatory plasticity, amyloid build up
and reactive microgliosis and astrogliosis, and then a later
phase that lies past a threshold beyond which cell loss
and columnar disintegration occur and the symptoms of
dementia develop (2). Across these phases, the balance
of anatomical components which dominantly influence
the DTI signal may shift, resulting in different trajectories
of progression for different micro- and macrostructural
outcome measures. That is, the direction or linearity of the
relationships of these variables and clinical severity (and
between the different structural variables themselves),
may vary across the AD continuum.
In this study, while PerpPD + shows a consistent
increase with increasing severity, for AngleR in particular,
there is an indication of a non-monotonic progression,
reminiscent of recent reports of a biphasic dependence
of cortical mean diffusivity on disease severity in both
familial and sporadic AD (8, 9). Those previous reports
suggested inflammatory processes may be contributing
to the biphasic pattern. A similar effect was not seen
here for the standard MD measure. One possible reason
is that the Montal findings (on a different cohort) were
localised to relatively small regions or sub-regions in the
temporal and parietal lobes, identified by vertex-wise
analyses, whereas in the present study, the whole brain
and whole temporal GM regions were pre-specified,
such that weaker or more localized MD effects may have
been diluted. Another potential contributor is that our
standard MD measure is a (deliberately) basic voxelbased measure, while both the MD measure in Montal et
al. and our novel measures use more sophisticated vertexbased or cortical-profile-based approaches, respectively.
Moreover, in a previous study (13) MD showed relatively
high classification accuracy in a cohort acquired
on a single scanner but showed lower accuracy in a
multicentre cohort (ADNI). However, AngleR did detect
a biphasic-like progression in the present study and taken
together with these previous reports, our findings provide
further evidence in support of biphasic trajectories of
structural neurodegeneration markers in early stages of
AD, to which microstructural metrics seem particularly
sensitive. Moreover, our findings suggest that these novel
cortical diffusivity metrics may be more sensitive and
better able to detect changes at the whole cortex and lobar
level, amenable to pre-specification in clinical trials.
The chronology for different inflammatory processes
is challenging to disentangle as some may stimulate
both Amyloid and Tau accumulation, for example, the
NLRP3 inflammasome has been shown to be essential
for progression of amyloid Beta (Aβ) pathology in mice
and also triggers hyperphosphorylation of Tau (25).
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While inflammatory responses are associated with,
and contribute to, the development of tau deposits
(accelerating the disease course) misfolded tau may,
in turn, also be a trigger for microglial activation (26).
However, this is likely be later in the disease process,
whereas the inflammatory response linked to amyloid
accumulation is expected to be earlier in the disease – in
mice, synaptic deficit occurs within 3 weeks of amyloid
deposition (27) creating an early inflammatory trigger.
Amyloid deposition is considered to be an inducer of
the chronic inflammatory response driven by activated
microglia and astrocytes (28). The consequence of this
inflammopathic loop is neurodegeneration - synaptic
dysfunction is common to both amyloid and tau
inflammatory pathways. As with synaptic changes due
to amyloid deposition, synapse loss occurs early in
tauopathies and is the strongest correlate of cognitive
decline even when amyloid is not a significant contributor
(29).
In the present study, the relationship between
AngleR and neuroinflammatory processes reactive to
β-amyloidosis was investigated using CSF sTREM2 and
PGNR concentrations. In sporadic AD, the β-amyloidosis
is mainly due to an imbalance between production and
lack of clearance of Aβ peptides (30). Reactive astrocytes
and activated microglial cells are commonly associated
with dense-core amyloid plaques, indicating that Aβ is a
major trigger of this glial response (31).
Previous studies showed that TREM2 and PGRN
are well-established regulators of microglia during
neurodegeneration (32, 33). The TREM2 gene is
responsible for sustaining microglia phagocytosis of Aβ
deposits (34, 35) and its up-regulation around amyloid
plaques reflects a defence mechanism to remove protein
deposition (36) by creating a barrier around the plaque
(37). Its expression increases during plaque spreading
and CSF sTREM2 levels go up as plaque load increases
(30). However, as shown in a mouse model of AD, in
some TREM2 mutations, alterations of microglial amyloid
receptors cause a deficit in detection and phagocytic
response to Aβ plaques during plaque development
(36, 38). Reduced phagocytosis may prevent the
engulfment of cellular debris, which could result in a
chronic inflammatory response (20). In addition, the
haplodeficiency of the microglial gene TREM2 can impair
the protective function of the microglia barrier leading to
decreased amyloid plaque compaction and severe axonal
dystrophy (39). TREM2 alterations impairing cell surface
transport and phagocytosis can lead to reduced CSF
concentration of soluble TREM2 in AD patients (20).
Recent evidence suggests that CSF sTREM2 levels
change dynamically with pathological processes (40)
with a decrease in CSF sTREM2 in the early pre-clinical
stage of Aβ pathology and a progressive increase with
the tau deposition and neurodegeneration. Other
observations have shown that CSF sTREM2 is associated
with clinical progression rate in AD patients, with higher
CSF sTREM2 concentration associated with slow clinical

progression, indicating a protective role of microglia (41).
Neuropathologically, this potential neuroprotective role of
microglia in early stages of plaque development, may be
due to the fact that areas covered by microglial processes
develop fewer dystrophic neurites (39).
As shown by previous studies, PGRN is strongly
increased in microglia around amyloid plaques
(42) and its elevated expression reduces the amyloid
plaque burden (43). CSF PGRN increases in the course
of AD progression and is associated with sTREM2
(44). Consistent with previous findings (40, 44), in the
studied cohort we found a reduced CSF PGRN and
sTREM2 level in the cognitively unimpaired amyloid
positive (CN+) group, and a progressive increase across
the AD continuum towards greater severity. The two
CSF measures were significantly associated (44). One
possible interpretation of this dynamic progression is
that microglia initially form a barrier around the plaque,
sTREM2 and PGRN released by microglia remain in
the plaque until the barrier fails, followed by increased
concentration in the CSF of sTREM2 and PGRN (37, 45).
In the later stages, the TREM2 and PGRN concentrations
further increase and are associated with tau deposition
and neural injury (41, 46-47). The amyloid deposition,
microglial activation, reduced phagocytosis, TREM2, and
PGRN deposition around the plaques may also be linked
to an altered diffusivity in the cytoarchitectural spacing
between minicolumns, detected by AngleR.
An association between cortical diffusivity measures
and astrocytosis in autosomal-dominant Alzheimer
disease was shown previously (48). The observed
decreases in whole brain and temporal lobe AngleR
values in amyloid-positive compared with amyloidnegative controls could thus reflect underlying
neuroinflammatory mechanisms in early stages of the
disease, while the significantly increased values in MCI
and AD groups could reflect neuronal loss and columnar
disintegration in later phases of the disease.
The significant difference between cognitively
normal groups in AngleR in the absence of structural
differences (CVF, HVF or CT), supports the idea that early
microstructural changes related to amyloid deposition
may occur in normal-appearing brain tissue. In addition,
the precedence of microstructural changes is also
supported by the ability to predict later atrophy from
baseline microstructure. Microstructure may thus provide
a sensitive early marker of AD. In contrast, the monotonic
increase of PerpPD+ along the AD continuum matches
the expected spread of the underlying pathological
alterations and the cognitive performance, suggesting that
PerpPD+ could be a useful measure of disease severity.
The findings here reinforce and expand on recent
reports of microstructural cortical changes along the
Alzheimer’s continuum, including a ‘biphasic’ behavior
in which transient changes at the earliest disease stage
are directionally counter to those associated with frank
neurodegeneration at later disease stages. Novel cortical
diffusivity parameters may be more sensitive than
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traditional metrics including standard mean diffusivity,
as presented here, and offer a biologically-founded
interpretation of microstructural changes in terms of
cortical minicolumns, consistent with sequential phases
of cytoarchitectural change as cortical ageing gives way
to neuropathology. These imaging markers may help
contribute to a more sensitive detection of the early
stages of disease, and in the prognosis of subsequent
macroscopic atrophy and cognitive decline.
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was performed.
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